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INTRODUCTION

In July, 1966, the Board of Trustees of the College of Marin approved

a new salary schedule for administrators which represented a substantial

increase (about 10-12%) for all administrative positions. This generous

increment made the schedule, in the opinion of the Board, much more com-

petitive with other junior colleges in the Bay area and in the state. The

Board attached one proviso to its approval, however, charging the adminis-

trative staff to "...examine merit pay and evaluation as they relate to the

administrative staff and present the findings and recommendations to the

Board." Such a study was conducted and on May 25, 1966, a reported was sub-

mitted. It stated:

The staff has surveyed articles and books on merit rating,

merit pay, and incentive programs in industry, business,

and education. The literature is full of detailed discus-
sions of programs which have failed, programs which seemingly

are successful, and the pro's and con's of merit rating and

merit pay as they relate to teachers. Little has been writ-

ten about merit pay programs for administrators in education;1

most programs concern themselves with management in industry.

The staff included a recommendation that it meet with a subcommittee

of the Board, and emphasized:

At this time the staff is neither for nor against merit pay--

the literature points out both advantages and disadvantages.

The literature stresses the need for each district to study

merit pay for itself) and) if it desires, construct a plan

according to its own needs, climate, and ability to pay.

It is, therefore, the opinion of the administrative staff

that greatest benefits for the district can be achieved

through study of a merit pay program. The outcome of such

a study would dictate succeeding steps.

1.Administrative Staff, College of Merin. Merit Pay Proposal)

submitted to the Board of Trustees) May 25, 1966.

2rbia



Subsequently, the staff did meet with a subcommittee of the Board and

it was agreed that a "thorough study of a merit pay program" should be con-

ducted. This report is therefore submitted as a response to this mandate.



BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

Discussions about merit pay and evaluation of personnel in all levels

of education are never at a standstill. It would seem there is a constant

murmur about such programs, and, intermittently a peak period of interest

in which an intense examination of possibilities is required. Generally,

the issue centers around incentive awards to faculty, with three objectives

in the minds of those individuals or groups proposing such a program:

1) recognition of individual initiative, 2) instructional improvement,

and 3) the recruitment and retention of superior teachers.3

Despite the number of individual studies in specific institutions and

districts, as well as a few pieces of research which were more broadly

based, there is no consensus on the topic other than to acknowledge that

it is an intricate and thorny issue. Also, programs of merit pay with

accompanying systematic evaluation were not found to be numerous and are

generally held in disfavor by all the parties involved. This negative

reaction, it seems, is occasioned by the personal bias, subjectivity, and

administrative detail and paper work involved in any program. Opponents

maintain that the program results in a breakdown of faculty morale, greater

conformity, loss of professional cooperation, and the potential elimination

of salary schedules with a concomittent threat to security. Further, they

maintain, it is not reasonable to equate industry and education; and in-

cidentally, industry has its own doubts about the value of merit pay and

ratings.

Advocates of merit pay respond to these comments by stating that ad-

ministrators can readily identify good teachers (and do so quite often for

illustrative purposes), that high salaries will attract people of higher

3
James P. Steffensen. Merit Salary Programs, Washington, D.C.:

U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1962, p. 8.
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calibre/ that superior teachers should not be paid the same as average or

inferior teachers/ merit pay would eliminate "moonlighting," and such a

system would result in better support for the schools.4

Most of the discussion/ it should be emphasized, deals with the issue

as it relates to the K-12 public school program/ with very little concen-

tration on or pertinence to the college level. The lock-step system of

faculty salary schedules/ with specified increments between steps and

levels, in some ways mitigates the concept of merit pay; and, the tenure

policy :its higher education greatly minimizes the rationale for constant

evaluation of faculty. More could, and will, be said about these two

related areas. However, this report examines the thornier and less fre-

quently raised issue of merit pay for and systematic evaluation of ad-

ministrative personnell in higher education, speciffically at the College

of Marin.

4
John Bright. News report on special study for CTA.



METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY

In order to remain consistent throughout the report, several defini-

tions were set down which have pertained for the course of the study.

Merit Pay - a procedure for differentiating salaries on the basis of

demonstrated performance in relation to the functions assigned to the in-

dividual 5dministratog

Additional pay for an additional assignment or for a different posi-

tion does not qualify, under the definition, as merit pay; thus, a merit

award of additional salary based on some evaluation or rating system.

Therefore, the second definition required is:

Evaluation - a systematic means of determining the performance level

of an administrator in relation to his specific assignment, and colleagues

with similar duties.

Administrator - a person in the junior college whose position is not

directly related to an academic department, who does not have tenure pre-

rogatives, and is answerable for his responsibilities either directly to

the chief administrator or to a dean.

The procedure followed in this study consisted of several parts in

order to encompass the diverse and complex nature of the problem and to

overcome the lack of current information on the subject. It should be

understood, however, that no attempt was made to conduct a broad-scale

study which would bring massive amounts of data to bear upon the subject.

The first step, then, was to examine literature regarding the subject,

both in the field of education which proved spares and in writings about

business and industry. This included the report of the College of Marin

administrative staff as well as some duplication of the material they had

covered.

Secondly, in order to verify the opinion that the program of merit
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pay and systematic evaluation in relation to administrators was relatively

non- e:J..stent and to gather opinions, two separate questionnaires were pre-

pared. One was distributed to 18 chief administrators of junior colleges

throughout the state. These institutions were selected from a sample

stratified by geographic region, size, and socio-economic factors. The

second questionnaire was administered at the College of Marin. This pro-

cedure seemed especially appropriate for these will be the persons most

directly affected by such a program should it be adopted by the Board. All

eleven members of the administrative team and eleven (a 10 per cent random

sample) of the faculty responded to the questionnaire. The sample size of

the faculty was chosen in order to assure equal numbers in faculty and ad-

ministrative groups for greater ease of comparison.

One more area of concern associated with the adoption of such a pro-

gram seemed to be the long run implications of attracting and retaining

the high calibre administrators desired by the Board and the people of the

district. Accordingly, interviews were conducted with ten students invol-

ved in the Junior College Leadership Program at the University of California

(Berkeley). This group seemed appropriate to the study for its members have

demonstrated an obvious interest in administrative careers, have had experi-

ence in higher education, and are pursuing programs (including doctoral

degrees) which are designed to prepare them for junior college administration

in particular. Five of the candidates interviewed are currently in the pro-

cess of writing dissertations and will enter the field sometime after June,

1967, and five of the candidates are at varying stages in the program.



SOW BELA= COMMIE; OF mar: PAY AND EVALUATION

Since it was the express desire of the College of Mirin Board of

Trustees to examine merit pay and evaluation as unified elements of a single

plan, it seems necessary to pull these two concepts together. Before doing

so, however, it may be best to comment briefly on each one as separate en-

tities, and then unite them, according to some of the literature studied.

Since there is very limited evidence from studies in education, information

from business and industry has also been a primary source in the following

statements.

Merit Per

The idea of formal merit pay began basically with the "piece work"

approach to production. The more the worker could produce, the more he re-

ceived for his effort, and less capable performers settled for lower wages

or else accellerated their output to gain increases. It's zenith was prob-

ably epitomized by the Lincoln plan5 which received considerable attention

in the late 1930's and early 1940's. However, managers and executives could

not be rewarded in quite the same manner and various other "incentives" were

devised for them. These include stock options, bonuses, cars, country club

memberships, increased expense accounts, homes, and a variety of other de-

vices These same means, of course, are used to "lure" executives from

other firms.

Financial rewards, however, have not brought about desired results it

seems, even on the executive level. The researchers who contributed reports

compiled by Whisler and Harper
6 verify this thought and are substantiated

James F. Lincoln, Lincoln's Incentive System, New York: McGraw -Hill

Book Co., 1946. (Lincoln explains in this book his concept of "incentive

management'` and Lhe rlanner which it spurred all members of the firm to better

efforts.)

amas Whisler and Shirley Harper (eds.), Performance Appraisal

New York: Holt, Rhinehart and Winston, 1962.
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by Wolf,
7

Sibson,

this remark:

most graphicallybyNewman, who preceded them with

Several studies of human motivation have shown that the use

of financial income as an incentive has been overrated; there

are other consAderations that maybe more important in some

circumstances.Y

What those other "considerations" could be will be discussed later,

but Newman also points out:

By far the most common financial incentive is the possibil-

ity of a permanent increase in pay while remaining in the

same position, or an increase in pay that accompaniee pro-

motion.1°

All are agreed that the basic salary is really the important issue at

hand. In and of itself, the pay scale must be at a level which honestly re-

wards the talents of the individual and will attract the type of executives

desired.

Evaluation

The systematic evaluation of performance, or merit-rating (not to be

confused with merit pay) as it is often called in business and industry,

receives strong support from the authors already noted. They take consider-

able pains to point out the many difficulties involved, however, in this

very touchy area of "playing God", as one author calls it. Wolf, for ex-

ample warns against using the same plan "...for wage administration as is

used for coaching and appraisal or for work force adjustments."
11 He

7William B. Wolf, The Management of Personnel. San Francisco:

Wadsworth Publishing Co., Inc., 1961.

Function. (Heckmann and Huneryager eds. .

8R6bert,E. Sibson, "Plan for Management Salary AdministratiorT in

Management of the Personnel
Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc., 1962, pp. 340-364.

9William H. Newman, Administrative Action. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:

Prentice - Hall, Inc., 1956, p. 449.

10Newman, p. 450.

11Wolf,
p. 218.



stated:

There is a tendency at present to regard it §erit-rat

more as a technique for improving communications and

ins esprit de corps--that is, as an aspect of coaching and

appraisal.

7

The evaluation function in education, however, becomes increasingly

complex and there is no need here to belabor the issue of faculty evalua-

tion as it pertains to retention, tenure, promotion, and salary. This has

been a long-standing cause for debate in academic circles as the faculty

strive for "professionalism" and resist the "routinization" of their activ-

ities with bureaucratic norms of measurement. Such attitudes have resulted

in that has been termed by many students of organization as a "mixed model"

with a form of "representative bureaucracy'? 'introduced into colleges and

universities. This kind of informal and less rigidly structured, type of or-

ganization tends, then, to extend the quandary about faculty evaluation into

the realm of administrator evaluation.

The administrator must meet the faculty on a "colleague" or co-profes-

sional type of relationship as he attempts to implement policy in the areas

of responsibility delegated to him. With the increased faculty role in the

decision-making process, especially intensified recently in the junior

colleges and as embraced. by the College of Mann Board of Trustees,14 the

administrator cannot act in a bureaucratic manner. That is, he cannot

issue directives which he can then assume will be carried out without question

12wolf, p. 217.

13
H. VollnAr, "Professionals and Organizations," in a lecture at

Stanford Research Institute, Palo Alto, Calif., July 12, 1966, explored

the means by which organizational forms could be revised and mixed in

order to achieve the goals of the enterprise and permit greater freedom

to the professional talents of its staff.

14College of Marin Admixstrative Regulations in process of re-

vision.
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by virtue of his position in the hierarchy. Rather, he must call upon

special &kills in interpersonal relations in his dealings with faculty and

still not desert his responsibility for the eventual decision to be made and

the consequences of his actions. Built into this entire concept are the

special qualities required of an administrator; the qualities which must be

evaluated and which defy measurement by check-lists or objective charts

Simon, for instance, points out that "...in a strict sense, the adminis-

trator's decisions cannot be evaluated by scientific means."15

Despite the aforementioned difficulties and concerns evaluation is a

generally accepted concept in business and industry. A wide range of pro-

cedures tram, very informal to very formalhave been adopted, with varying

degrees of success. These will be discussed later in this report along

with a further examination of the implications of a systematic program of

evaluation and its relations to merit pay.

15Herbert A. Simon, Administrative Behavior. New York: The Free
Press, 1957, p. 47.



RESULTS OF TEE STMY

The opinions oiled from the readings which were summarized in the

preceding section are voiced by students of business and industrial manage-

ment. It is not a simple procedure to translate what has been adopted by

business into terms and procedures acceptable by the academic community--

or the "professional" in any field of endeavor. In fact, there is a grow-

ing body of literature discussing the relationship between the "profession-

al" and the organization.16

In order to particularize the ideas offered by researchers on this

topic, and to make it meaningful in relation to the College of Marin,

questionnaires were administered to all 11 members of the administrative

team, and to 11 (10% random sample) of the faculty. (See Appendix A for

questionnaire.)

A similar questionnaire somewhat different in wording and arrangement,

was sent to 18 junior college chief administrators, with 14 responses which

are included in this report (see Appendix B for questionnaire).

Merit Pay

The responses indicate that merit pay is generally unacceptable to

both administrators and faculty at the College of Marin. In both groups,

five of 11 termed merit pay as "undesirable," while three additional ad-

ministrators and four additional faculty members marked it as "highly

undesirable." By collapsing the two responses and combining the groups,

the two "undeslrable" categories were marked by 17 our of 22 respon-

1 6Reference in this area can be drawn from S. Marcson, The Scientist

in American Industry, Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University, Industrial

Relations Section, 1960; William Kornhauser, Scientists in Industry:

Conflict and Accommodation, Berkeley: Uhiversity of California Press,

1963; H. W. Vollmer, A Preliminary Investigation of the Role of Scientists

in Research Organizations, Boston Mass.: Harvard Graduate School of

Business Administration, 1963, and others.
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dents (see Chart No. 1).

Chart No. 1

Reaction of College of Marin Administrative Staff
and Faculty to Merit Pay for Administrators

(N - Administrators - 11; Faculty - 11)

Admin. Faculty

Highly desirable 0 0

Desirable 2 2

Undesirable 5 5

Highly undesirable 3 4

Indifferent 1 0

Total

0

4

10

7

1

Total 11 11 22

As to merit pay serving as an "incentive to better administrative per-

formance," seven of 11 administrators responded with "no" and eight of 11

faculty registered a similarly negative response (see Chart No. 2).

Chart No. 2

Response of College of Marin Administrative Staff
and Faculty to Merit Pay as Incentive to

Better Administrative Performance

Yes

No

Qualified

(N = Administrators - 11; Faculty - 11)

Admin. Faculty Total

1 3 4

7 8 15

Total 11 11 22
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It is equally apparent from the responses that both groups would "dis-

approve" of "establishing merit pay for administrators." Eight of the 11

administrators and 10 of 11 faculty disapproved (see Chart No. 3).

Chart No. 3

Approval or Disapproval of College of Merin Aftinistrative Staff
and Faculty of Establishing Merit Pay for

Administrators

(N Administrators - 11; Faculty - 11)

Admin. Faculty Total

Approve 2 1 3

Disapprove 8 10 18

No response 1 0 1

Total 11 11 22

Regardless of these attitudes, both groups were unanimous in stating

that systematic evaluation should be a part of a merit pay program for ad-

ministrators if such a program is initiated (see Chart No. 4).

Chart No. 4

Reaction of College of Marin Administrative Staff
and Faculty to Making Systematic Evaluation a

Part of Merit Pay for Administrators

(N = Administrators - 11; Faculty - 11)

Admin. Faculty Total

Yes 11 11 22

No 0 0 0

No response 0 0 0

Total 11 11 22
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The administration of merit pay program produced no clear-cut agree-

ment as to what person or what group shaald be responsible. The chief ad-

ministrator was named by four administrators and three faculty; but, the

greatest number of both groups together, 14, specified some form of joint

administration of president, board, faculty and students to carry out the

allocation of merit pay (see Chart No. 5).

Chart No. 5

Who Should Administer Merit Pay for Administrators
According to College of Marin Administrative Staff and

Faculty

(N = Administrators - 11; Faculty - 11)

Admin. Faculty Total

Chief Administrator 4 3 7

Board of Trustees 0 0 0

Faculty Committee 1 0 1

Other or combination 6 8 14

Total 11 11 22

Nine administrators felt the current administrative salary schedule

was "competitive" while only two felt it was not. The faculty, on the

other hand, were not so clear cut. Five marked it as "competitive," one

marked it "not competitive," and five acknowledged that they did not know

if it was or was not (see Chart No. 6).



Chart No. 6

Rating of Current College of Marin Administrator's
Salary Schedule by College of Marin Administrative Staff and.

Faculty

(N = Administrators - 11; Faculty - 11)

Admin. Faculty Total

0 0

1 3

5 114.

_I J.
Total 11 11 22

Highly Competitive 0

Not Competitive 2

Competitive 9

Don't Know 0

111

13

The question of competiveness in salary schedules is a difficult one

to reconcile. The schedules of seven of the other junior colleges which

participated in the study were checked, but all are structured differently

from each other and from the College of Marin. However, to try to put

this question in some perspective a careful effort was made in each case

to relate the seven schedules to that of Marin. The results (see Chart

No. 7) show that they are all reasonable close together in most categories.

Salaries of chief administrators were not included since they wre not the

subjects of this study.

It is clear that the responding junior college presidents also re-

acted negatively to the concept of merit pay. Nine of 14 registered "dis-

approve," three "approve," and two failed to check it at all (see Chart

No. 8).

The presidents also felt the administrative salary schedules at their

institutions were competitive in all but one of the 14 colleges (see Chart

No. 9).
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Chart No. 8

Approval or Disapproval of California Junior College
Presidents of Establishing Merit Pay for

Administrators

(N= 14)

15

Chief Total with Admin-
Admin. istrators & Faculty

Approve 3

Disapprove 9

No response 2

Total 14

Chart No. 9

Rating by California Junior College Presidents of the
Administrators' Salary Schedule Currently in

Effect at thelr College

(N= A)

6

27

36

Chief Total with Admin-
Admin. istrators & Faculty

Highly Competitive 0 0

Not Competitive 1 4

Competitive 13 27

Don't Know 0 ..5.

Total 14 36

In summation, then, there seems to be considerable agreement among the

chief administrators, administrators, and faculty who responded to the opin-

ionaire in a negative reaction to the concept of merit pay for administrators.

This attitude was reinforced by statements from the respondents which gen-

erally pointed out that merit pay might "...lead to internal morale problems,"
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that it "...would engender hard feelings," or "...it would bt. dlfficult to

administer," and "...all should merit merit pay or be replaced." This latter

point was emphasized with the reminder that "...administrators do not have

tenure."

Not to be overlooked, however, is the fact that six of the 36 respon-

dents favored a merit pay program. There several reasons in general, we2e

ff ...an outstanding job should be recognized," that "...creativity and initia-

tive should be rewarded," or "...it develops individual responsibility and

brings recognition," and one president pointed out that he felt it (merit

pay) necessary "...if we are to break the lock-step of equal pay for every-

one regardless of the quality of the work they do."
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Systematic Evaluation

The near-unanimity of opinions regarding merit pay is not apparent in

the responses to a progra m of systematic evaluation of administrators. In

general, there is a majority opinion favoring some procedure, but there are

some apparent misgivings about the methods to be followed in relation to

the benefits to be derived.

Six of the College of Merin administrators checked that evaluation

would be "desirable" and three indicated it would be "highly desirable," of

the 11 respondents to the opinionaire. The faculty, however, was not so

strongly disposed. Although six of them marked either "desirable" or

desirable," four checked "undesirable" and one selected "highly

undesirable" for a scant 6-5 majority reaction. Clearly, the two groups

are not in close accord on this aspect, even though there is better than

a 2-1 ratio indicating some degree of "desirability" when the totals are

considered (see Chart No. 10).

Chart No. 10

Reaction of College of Merin Administrative Staff and
Faculty to Systematic Evaluation of College of Merin

Administrative Staff

(N = Administrators - 11; Faculty - 11)

Admin. Faculty Total

Highly Desirable 3 1 4

Desirable 6 5 11

Undesirable 1 4 5

Highly Undesirable 1 1 2

Indifferent 0 0 0

Total 11 11 22
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The possible effects of systematic evaluation on the morale of adminis-

trators drew faculty and administrators somewhat closer together. Five of

11 administrators :And five of 11 faculty felt such a program would "encour-

age" administrators; three administrators and four faculty indicated that

it would "discourage," and five members of the two groups either made no re-

sponse or qualified their response. Thus, when totals of both segments of

the college are examined the vote is a 10-7 expression of "encouragement,"

but the five "no responses" or qualified answers make acceptance of this

balance difficult (see Chart No. 11).

Chart No. 11

Response of College of Marin Administrative Staff and.

Faculty to Systematic Evaluation as Encouragement or
Discouragement to College of Nhrin Administrators

(N .1 Administrators - 11; Faculty - 11)

Admin. Faculty Total

Encourage 5 5 10

Discourage 3 4 7

No or qualified response 2

Total 11 11 22

In the matter of actual approval or disapproval of systematic evalu-

ation, a difference between administrators and faculty can again be noted.

Seven of 11 administrators "approve," three "disapprove" and one qualified

his response. The faculty gave only a one vote majority to "approve" over

"disapprove" with a 6-5 vote. 'When combined, the two segments register a

total of 13 "approve," eight "disapprove" and one qualified response (see

Chart No. 12).

Only three of the 14 chief administrators noted that their institutions



Chart No. 12

Approval or Disapproval of College of Marin Administrative
and Faculty of Systematic Evaluation of the

Administrative Staff

(N Administrators - 11; Faculty - 11)

Admin. FAculty. of

Approve 7 6 13

Disapprove 3 5 8

No or qualified response 1 0 1

Total 11 11 22
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Staff

already had "a systematic means of evaluating administrative staff." Of

these three, two conducted the evaluation and one shared the duty with a

committee. All three felt that the program was (1) efficient, (2) effect-

ive, and (3) built morale. Further, they would not drop the program and

would encourage other schools to adopt a program of systematic evaluation.

Incidentally, only one used some kind of evaluation form.

From the 11 chief administrators whose colleges did not already have

a systematic evaluation program, the following reactions were obtained:

(1) six of them have considered such a program, (2) four are still con-

sidering such a program, and (3) four would like to start such a program.

As to the problem of conducting a program of systematic evaluation,

four of the 11 college presidents who do not currently have an evaluation

system selected the chief administrator as the responsible person, five pre-

ferred a committee representative of various segments within the college,

and two failed to respond. The administrators and faculty of the College

of Merin were also divided in their suggestions as to the person or group

most appropriate to conduct the program. Four of the 11 administrators and
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three of the 11 faculty named the chief administrator, while seven admin-

istrators and eight faculty felt some representative committee should be

assigned the responsibility (see Chart No. 13).

Chart No. 13

Who Should Administer a Systematic Evaluation of
Administrative Staff According to College of Marin

Administrators and Faculty

(N Am Administrators - 11; Faculty - 11)

Admin. Faculty Total

11. 3 7

0 0 0

0 0 0

Total 11 11 22

Chief Administrator

Board of Trustees

Faculty C 619 11 ttee

Other or Combination

It is difficult to make a flat comment on the results of the opinion-

aire as it relates to the question of evaluation of the administrative staff.

The figures demonstrate a general consensus which favors such a program, but

the chief administrators and administrators showed no over=whelming mandate

for systematic evaluation and faculty were almost evenly divided. A larger

sample would perhaps have permitted a clearer distinction and possibly more

observable differences between and among the three segments polled. It is,

however, reasonable to assume that the general pattern of responses would

Obtain with a larger sample.

Reactions to open-ended requests for opinion on the subject helps some-

what in making an interpretation that shows general favor for systematic

evaluation for those who approved appeared to be willing to state their rea-

sons. Some of the favorable comments included:



Chief Administrators

...important that every person knows where he stands

...increases effectiveness

...should be done yearly

...healthy for college

Administrators

..improve understanding between administrators

...would force examination and clarification of functions...

make people "answerable."

..would probably improve quality of work

...administrator needs to know the reaction of others toward him,

extent of support.

Faculty

...may serve as a basis for promotion, further training

...an objective look...is constructive

evaluation bas always (1) been painful, (2) caused growth,

(3) caused increased efficiency and confidence

administrator would feel in closer touch with faculty and

colleagues

Some of the unfavorable reactions were:

Chief Administrators

...a formalized system (contributes) to additional paperwork

...until done instution-wide, don't want to single out group

already under fire

Administrators

too many problems involved in a fair, unbiased and equitable

administration

...should be considered for (tenured) faculty and administration

alike
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Faculty

...Politics...we have too much of it

...will discrimOnate in favor of the "spectacular" and punish

the "methodical" but good administrator

...wonder if fig would be really objective

Criteria for Evaluation

Regardless of opinions held on systematic evaluation of administrators

every respondent had some criteria to recommend upon which to base such

evaluation. There was considerable consistency between the groups as well

as among them, and although each respondent was permitted to phrase them in

his own way, some effort has been made to summarize them under several major

headings:

Professional Ability

...background and preparation

...as related to job description

...efficiency and effectiveness

...growth on the job

..delegation without undue interference

...follow through with responsibilities

Communications

...is clear in his presentations and receptive to others comments

and ideas

vovaccepts suggestions and criticism

Human Relations

...establishes rapport with faculty, students, fellow adminis-

trators

...socially adept

...understands the responsibilities of other segments of the colleges
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...is sympathetic..empathetic

..has a good public image

Commitment and Loyalty

...commitment to the community college

...loyal to the institution and his colleagues

..reliable and accountable

Leadership Ability

has initiative

..coordinates well and gives direction

...creative in his own activities and recommendations

adaptable...reacts to new situations and new solutions

...stimulates all segments of the college

.innovative in his approach to old and new problems

...objective in decision-making

personal strength, character, bearing

..cooperative but independent
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Other Possible Incentives

The literature on incentives in business and industry indicated that

there is a growing awareness that financial incentives are overated,
17

as

mentioned earlier in this report. In order to determine if this is equal-

ly true in the junior college, the persons polled were asked:

What incentives, in your professional opinion, best motivate

members of the administrative staff? (Responses rated on a

1, 2, 3, etc., priority.)

The list of alternative incentives offered were taken from (Newman)18

who had developed them primarily for industry. They are listed below, and

are ranked under the heading of each group according to thi priorities

given:

Chart No. 14

Rank Order of Incentives as Perceived by California Junior Colleges
Chief Administrators, and College of Marin Faculty and

Administrators

Incentives
Chief Marin
Admin- Admin- Marin Combined
istrators istrators Faculty Rank

Higher Financial Income 5 7 1 5

Social Status and Respect 4 5 2 4

Security 8 6 7 7

Attractive Work and Environment 1 8 6 8

Opportunity for Development 2 1 3 1

Worthwhile Activity 3 2 5 2

Personal Power and Influence 7 9 8 6

Voice in Own Affairs 6 3 4 3

Just and Diligent Supervision 9 4 9 9

17Newman, p. 449
18
Newman, p. 449
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According to statistical theory, the differences between those ranked

most important and those ranked least important would remain relatively con-

stant if a larger sample were drawn. mhus, the rank order for each segment

is sufficiently different to show that each views the question of incentives

for administrators somewhat differently. For example, and apart from mo-

tives for the moment, chief administrators and faculty did not feel 'just

and diligent supervision' was much of an incentive; but, the administrators

placed it number four in their priority list. As to "security," though, all

three groups showed their awareness of the non-tenured role of the adminis-

trator, and one wag even noted "what security?" In apparent confirmation of

the findings in industry, however, "financial income" did not receive a high

priority from the administrators themselves although faculty placed it

number one on behalf of the adMinistrators.

What is probably most significant is the 1-2-3 priority given by ad-

ministrators to what they feel would be the best motivating incentives:

"opportunity for development," "worthwhile activity," and "voice in own

affairs." These three, in relation to their placement of "just and diligent

supervision" as number four, offer some important clues for a program of

systematic evaluation and its underlying philosophy.

Junior College Leadership Students' Reactions

The responses fo ten students in the Junior College Leadership Pro-

gram at the University of California (Berkeley) should warrant serious con-

siderations in a discussion pertaining to administrators rewards and evalu-

ation. These are, after all, the candidates for positions which will be

opening up in the near future. Accordingly, two questions were posed to

each one during a brief interview, conducted singly, and subsequently writ-

ten up and verified by each interviewee. The questions were:

1. Would you apply for a position on the administrative staff of
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a junior college where a merit pay program based upon a systematic

evaluation procedure was in effect?

2. Would you apply for the position of president of a junior college

where the Board of Trustees would require that the president ad-

minister a merit pay program based upon a systematic evaluation

procedure?

It should be kept in mind that the ten persons interviewed were of

different ages, quite varied backgrounds, and many of them occupied either

administrative or teaching positions in various junior colleges at the time

of the interviews. Although their responsives could be a "yes" or "no," and

even "qualified" yes or no, each was also asked to elaborate upon such a

direct response. Their statements, in full, are reproduced in Appendix C.

Chart No. 15 shows that five of the ten leadership candidates would be

willing to apply for administrative posts under a merit pay and evaluation

system, while only one of their colleagues flatly stated "no," and four

qualified their responses. The division of opinion, however, was not nearly

so pronounced in the question of administering such a program as chief ad-

ministrator. In this regard, five said "yes," four said "no," and one

blunted his answer with qualification.

Chart No. 15

Responses of Junior College Leadership Students to
Working Under and Administering Merit Pay and Systematic

Evaluation Program

(N = 10)

Yes

No

Question 1 Question 2

As Adminis- As Chief AA.-

trator ministrator

5

1

5

Qualified I. 1
s.

Total 10 10
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It was rather obvious throughout the interviews that there, indeed, was

a fairly consistent pattern among these future administrators: more sure of

their potential to succeed, geared to the "organization man" concept but very

aware of the "academic" organization as different from business and indust-

rial organization, alert to the pressures exerted on various persons within

the college, willing -co take risks, each showing varying degrees of self-

confidence, and all of them demonstrating a "professional" posture in regard

to administration in the junior college. These are the reactions of the

interviewer as a consequence of the ten discussions and in examining the re-

sponses in retrospect. Some of the key comments may help to put the react-

ion of the whole in focus.

On Merit Pay

...feel I would be able to command the higher salaries in merit pay

...it is not the type of reward and punishment system that should be

operating

...however, would prefer not to be involved in such a system

...do not wish to be involved in a popularity contest

...merit pay is unprofessional...difficult to administer will create

rigidity...hinder creativity

...if not meritorious should not be part of the staff

...other attractions and incentives

reputation of institution

reputation of colleagues

turnover of staff

intellectual and general growth

On Systematic Evaluation

...evaluation is inherent in the position of president

...evaluation is always taking place,..is expected



...time consuming...subjective

...have faith in my own ability to be objective in evaluating others

but not too much in persons evaluating me

...must be positive and deisgned to improve

...requires confidence and trust in top administrator

...is at least 80 per cent subjective and should be based largely

upon task assigned: efficiency, and knowledge.



CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the evidence gathered from the literature, the ques-

tionnaires, and the interviews, two conclusions are clearly apparent for

the Board of Trustees of the Mersin Junior College District:

1. A merit pay program would not be a satisfactory incentive to

better administrative performance or to reward outstanding

members of the administrative staff.

A systematic evaluation program could be of great value but

careful consideration should be given to the philosophy behind

such a program and the means by which it would be carried out.

Writ Pay

Searching through the literature has revealed that merit pay seems to

have run its course in business and industry.19 Most recently, in fact, the

United Auto Workers Union practically assured the eventual death of merit

pay with its demand for a guaranteed annual wage. An examination of the re-

sponses to the questionnaire used in this study .further emphasizes that a

prograu of merit pay would not be acceptable to the administration and fac-

ulty at College of Zarin. As a means of determining the consistency in re-

sponse of those who participated in the study, the following questions were

asked of the data: 1) did those who stated that merit pay was "undesir-

able" or "highly undesirable" also state that it would not provide incent-

ive for better performance, and, 2) did they also "not approve" the estab-

lishment of a program of merit pay/ This seemed to be the case, and the

19
Studies by Theodore Caplow. Principles of Organization. New York:

Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1964, p. 266, cause him to condlude"Sub-
sequently, it became apparent that money is by no means the only.incentive
to which workers are sensitive." As to the most "attractive distribution
of incentive payments" he maintains, "The puzzle is almost unsolvable."
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consistency of response was further ascertained by generating special tables

(see Appendix D) for both faculty and administrators.

The general consensus) it seems) is that the salary schedule should re-

flect the desire of the Board to obtain and retain a top level administrative

staff. This then obviates the necessity for administrators to enter into

unprofessional and unseemly competition for special increments which might

indicate that administrators who fail to obtain it must necessarily be in-

competent) or withholding the full use of potential talents. In effect) the

faculty and administration at Marin seem, to agree with one former company

president who was disillusioned with incentive systems which failed and

stated: "I believe that salary and opportunity for promotion are the Major

incentives that one ought to put before executives) and not disproportionate

compensation."
20

Should the Board feel inclined to pursue a program of merit pay for ad-

ministrators, several aspects are presented here that warrant judicious con-

sideration.

Consideration No. 1 - in order to be effective at all, merit pay must

make a substantial difference in annual pay Of the recipient. This

is difficult to accomplish with the already strained resources avail-

able to a junior college. Ftrther) as Caplow points out, "Steeply

graded incentive payments are the most effective in the short run) but

they disturb the congruence of status and wage. "21 This is to say) as

Whyte affirms, "...in planning the introduction of an incentive system,

management cannot afford to concentrate its attention on the problem

206-Knot Makes An Executive? Report of a Round Table on Executive
Potential and Performance. New York: Columbia University Press) 1955,
p. 130

21
Caplow, p. 267.
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of motivating one particular group...alone.
n22

As a result, the already

recognized sense of conflict between faculty and administration could

be intensified by inaugurating a program or merit pay for the adminis-

tration independent of a similar program for faculty.

Consideration No. 2 - problems of morale are always of grave concern in

any organization and multiply in proportion to its complexity. Certain

loyalties are built into each administrator's staff) and threats to

morale could, be readily perceived with a merit pay program. To think

that the award or denial of merit pay to an individual will remain

secret is to be naive about the highly effective means of "informal

cammunication" within an organization (more effective, incidentally,

than the "formal" means devised for this highly important function).

As a result of the distribution of the "news" there are several reper-

cussions possible:

a. The "loyal" staff of an administrator who fails to be rewarded

may resent the lack of recognition for achievement which they feel

should be clearly perceived by all. Consequently, not only is the

administrator "let down" but his co-workers are equally demoral-

ized and, the entire area of their concern may well suffer from

their malaise.

b. The "unhappy" staff (regardless of reason) of an administrator

who is rewarded with merit pay may resent such recognition when

they feel that he is not meritorious but is, perhaps, "tyran-

nical" or "incompetent" in his working relations within the office.

This implies a lack of desire to reward them for his success and

22William F. Whyte, "Human Relations Theory - A Progress Report,"

Harvard Business Review, Vol. xxiv, No. 5 (September-October, 1956), p. 128.
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the possible entrenchment of what they consider to be an unsatis-

factory relationship. (Certainly they can leave if they do not

like it, but ample studies exist to demonstrate the real, though

hidden costs, of turnover in personnel; as well as the implica-

tions behind too great a turnover regardless of the level of

persons within the enterprise.)

)-

Consideration No. 3 - the distance of the low and high levels of salary

between each administrativ* strata must be significantly different to

accomodate incentive increments with any meaningful substance. This

could then accommodate the "status" problem, alluded to earlier, as

it relates within the administrative staff. Otherwise, it is conceiv-

able that a meritorious assistant dean, for example, could surpass

within a two to three year period his immediate superior who was not

awarded merit pay. The repercussions from this are rather obvious

and lead to a further complexity for consideration.

Consideration No. - if a man is not rewarded with merit pay it could

mean one of two things: either he is performing at a "satisfactory"

level which does not qualify for reward, or, he is at an "unsatis-

factory" performance level. If it is because of the latter, does the

institution keep him on despite the recognition that he is not of a

desirable calibre (thus creating a "common denominator" that is less

than satisfactory)?
23

Or, is he to be "punished" with "demerit" pay

3Such policies are sometimes construed as "money savers," and a note
of caution is in this thought "...the educational and economic consequences
of 'saving money' by employing less than excellent administrative officers
can indeed be serious." The point is made by Archie R. Ayers and John H.
Russell. Internal Structure: Organization and Administration of Institu-
tions of Higher Education. Bulletin 1962, No. 9, U.S. Department of Heillth,
Education and Welfare. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1962, p. 16. Certainly this point applies to the total concept of attract-
ing and retaining highly competent personnel in all categories and positions.
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by maintaining his current salary without even scheduled increases--

or even moved back one step?

Consideration No. - is there, indeed, going to be a salary schedule

at all? Or, would it be better to maintain a completely open-ended

approach to starting salaries as well as increases? If so, how would

much individualized patterns be administered? What type of men would

it attract? What type of uncertainty does it introduce into budgets

and projections? What type of uncertainty does it cause in people?

More considerations could readily be introduced into the discussion,

of course, and some of these must have already occurred in the mind of the

reader. The concerns introduced above are necessarily negative for it is

the aspects of possible negative reactions which are to be overcome in any

plan to introduce a program of consequence into an already complex organ-

ization. What are the threats to the desired goals of efficiency, effect-

ivenesgl increased morale and performance of the administrators to be in-

volved? Equally important, what will be the effects (especially the human

and more subtle ones) upon the overall organization and all personnel?

Recommendations

1. That the Board reject the idea of instituting a program of merit

pay for administrators unless it a) inaugurates such a program for all

personnel at the College, b) that such a program should have the obvious

and near-unanimous consent of all constituent elements of the College,

c) that salary schedules should be used as a base for annual increment but

that overlap between levels be eliminated, d) that incentive awards be

sufficient to be categorized as worthy of effort, and e) that eligibility

for merit pay be withheld until the completion of three years of service.

Alternately, merit pay could be withheld until a person has reached the top
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of the schedule and there are no current opportunities for promotion, or,

if the Board wishes, to retain obviously competent talent in the position

of optimum competence and need.

2. Should the Board decide not to pursue a program of merit pay, it

should concentrate the resources it would have used in such a progrmm to

establish a salary schedule which would attract and retain administrators

of the highest quality. This would require a schedule which would be con-

sidered. "highly competitive" on a statewide level and which would be re-

examined continuously to maintain such an opinion. Further, that "other

incentives" be considered, such as the ones to be discussed later in this

section. A consideration of these incentives might be appropriate at this

point in the report, but they are also so closely allied to the concern of

systematic evaluation that it was thought best to hold back until complet-

ing the presentation on evaluation first.
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Systematic Evaluation

The literature indicates that evaluation is a necessary and inherent

function of all positions within an organization. Certainly there was con-

sensus among the persons polled about the "desirability" of systematic

evaluation. Once again a check for consistency Of response was made to see

if 1) those who felt evaluation was "desirable" or "highly desirable" also

felt it would "encourage" administrators, and 2) if they also approved the

establishment of a systematic program of evaluation. The data indicated

this was so, and the special tables generated to test this conclusion ver-

ified this fact in the case of both faculty and administrator respondents

(see Appendix E).

However, the comments in the writings of many careful students about

the whole area of evaluation of executive performance are filled with words

of ;:aution. They cite the inherent dangers of "sajectivity," "rater bias,"

"authoritarianism," and especially the purpose or philosophy which under-

lies the evaluative process. No less concern was expressed by the respon-

dents to the questionnaire. The methods to be employed, the person or

persons responsible for evaluation, and the ways in which such evaluation

would affect their future were dominant themes in both written and oral

responses.

Simon
24

has already been quoted on this subject, and Walton further

alludes to the difficulties of measuring ..12e results of administrative de-

cisions in education. He points out, "Although all administrative decisions

are made on the basis of their efficacy to achieve certain ends--facts with

values attached--it is often impossible to determine what has been accam-

24
Simon, p. 47



plished."25 Time, in other words, is an important factor in evaluation.

Immediate

success.
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results on same scale of efficiency are not the determinants of

Brown clarifies this point in rather colorful terms:

When the administrator acts, he must reckon with realities beyond

himself, but those sitting in the safety of their box seats can

pass a judgment on his acts unfettered by the emotions and events

that led him to act as he did. Also, because the administrator's

judgment is evaluated after the act, it is likely that addition-

al facts will have become available. The observers will often

have the wonderful advantage of perfect twenty-twenty hindsight

and$ somewhat as in bridge, one peek at the full hand will tell

much more than two finesses.
26

There can be little doubt that administrative actions and behavior will

have long-run as well as short-run implications. However, evaluation is an

on-going process and there is also little doubt that it is necessary within

an institution which has high public "visibility" and high public account-

ability, two characteristics of the junior college which deserve constant

at tion. On what bases then, and by whom, is a systematic evaluation to

be conduc ? What are the desired qualities of administrators, what is the

purpose for evaluation, what procedures should be followed, and which person

or persons shall be responsible for the program?

25
Jdhn Walton. Administration and Policy Making in Education.

Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1959, p. 180 (Worth a special note,

perhaps, is Walton's cpening quote from The Testament of Beauty by John

Bridges:
"Our stability is but balance, and conduct lies in masterfUl
administration of the unforeseen."

lay E. Brown. Judgment in Administration. New York: McGraw -Hill

Book Co., 1966, p. 5.
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Barnardts27 leadership qualities are vitality and endurance, decisive-

ness, persuasiveness, responsibility, and intellectual capacity. Walton28

implies, somewhat cynically, that actual selection of educational adminis-

tration is based upon conservative criteria, such as "...good appearance,

the ability to get along with people, interest in community affairs, and

conformity in dress, manners, and ideas." He does not espouse these cri-

teria and expresses rathell'a concern that originality, creativity: and

competence in intellectual matters are seldom used in the selection process,

thus creating the public image of "...the safe, prudent, practical man who

exemplifies stability." Sammartino29 groups 20 variables under four head-

ings: ability: integrity, industry, and professional background. Interest-

ingly, he particularly notes that "In administration, everything depends on

the man."30

The participants in this study (see pp. 22) offered a number of

criteria for an evaluation program and they have been summarized within the

following groups: professional ability, communications, human relations,

commitment and loyalty: and leadership ability.

These diverse, but somewhat similar patterns of administrative attri-

butes, must be finally synthesized by the institution planning to inaugurate

a systematic evaluation program. It would seem essential, though, that such

a synthesis must be carefully founded on an explicit purpose, a reasonable

procedure: and open responsibility for implementation.

27Chester I. Barnard. "The Nature of Leadership," Human Factors in
Management, S. D. Hoslett, ed., New York: Harper and Brothers, 1946,
pp. 23-26.

28Walton, pp. 60-61.

29Peter Sammartino. Multi le Campuses. Rutherford, N.J.: Farleigh
Dickinson University Press, 1964, pp. 18-20.

30Sammartino, p. 7.
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Newman and Wolf both alluded to the fact that evaluation which is tied

to a pay scale must be kept separate fram an evaluation program which seeks

to assist, develop and appraise the person being evaluated.. Further, they

recommended that evaluation serve as a means of close communication and for

increasing staff morale. This appears to be the tenor of most articles on

the subject, and was certainly the attitude of the majority of persons polled

for this study. There was great concern on the part of some administrators

who regarded it as a means by which they could learn "where I stand" in the

minds of superiors and colleagues. They want a "positive" program of eval-

uation, in other words, and not one which is tied to a system of rewards

and punishment.

Another top official participating in the Columbia Round Table, cited

earlier, summed up the value of evaluation in even broader terms:

"The mere fact that people think about other people and their

qualities improves relationships. You not only raise questions

about how people are performing, but also questions about how

the organization as a whole is performing.
"31

In a college, the evaluation process resembles a circular continuum in

which, formally or informally, everyone is really being evaluated. The

students are measured by the faculty, the faculty by department heads and

assistant deans, the assistant deans by the dean, the administrative staff

by the president, the president by the board, and the board by the people

of the community. It is this continuum, it seems, which should determine

who should evaluate the administrative staff and how that evaluation should

be conducted. Several respondents to the study recommended a representative

committee to carry on the evaluation process as it involves the administra-

3
1What Makes An Executive?, p. 130.
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tine staff, while less than half placed full responsibility on the chief

administrative officer. The committee structure conjures up an unwieldy

and complex process, however, and in some ways attenuates the relationship

between the president and his "administrative team." In regard to the

president, this comment by Nyquist has bearing here, for it speaks directly

to the Board:

How can effective educational leadership be evaluated? Here are

some of the things we have considered: (1) possession and clear

understanding of goals; (2) the effectiveness of working inter-

relationships with board members, and the reason for the effect-

iveness; (3) the chief executive officer's ability to pick good

subordinates.
32

If, then, the final responsibility of administrative decisions or

actions is to fall upon the president it seems clear that the right to eval"

uate in those areas where he will be most effective should fall to him. He

has recommended the administrators to the Board, either to bring them in or

perpetuate their stay. To interject another person or group between the

staff and the president is to tie his hands in daily action with them, dis-

sipate his authority, denigrate his recommendation or non-recommendation of

each before the Board, and to assure his own dismissal with some degree of

rapidity and eventual certainty.

One-man evaluation, however, has its serious problems: can the eval-

uator remain objective with colleagues, with ftiends? Can he provide each

32
Ewald B. Nyquist. "Insights from Organized Programs," in Raymond

T. Howes (ed.) Toward Better Preparation of College and University Admin-
istrators, Washington, D.C., Association for Higher Education, 1967;-----
p. 23.



administrator with "leeway" as Guest33 puts it? Is he aware that "...stress

can distress good judgment," in Brown's
34

terms? Will he be able to recog-

nize the creative or innovative--even if it is not "the usual thing to do?"

Will he be able to ward off " popularity contests?" Can he delegate with

an open mind and a free hand?

The answers to many of these questions, of course, depend greatly upon

the relationship that exists between the board and the chief administrator,

as well as the president himself. First of all, the board must be cognizant

of the role of the president as he interacts with staff. Rigid lines of

authority, stereotyped organizational lines, and the "scientific management"

concepts seem not at all suitable to the academic community (and in the

current era of "human relations" management seem to have lost priority in

business and industry as well).
35 Ayers and Russel wrote this way about

the point:

Informed, cooperative, dedicated, and resourceful adminis-

trators are more important than streamlined organization and

procedure if successful administrative leadership is to be

assured.
36

33Robert H. Guest. Or nizational Chan e: The Effect of Successful

Leadership. Homewood, Illinois: The Dorsey Press, 19 2 This is a case

study of how a new manager was able to bring an automobile assembly plant

from the worst position to the best position relative to five other plants

in a 22 year period. It is significant for this study in that delegation

of responsibility, a trusting rather than punitive approach, and "leeway

to act" without constant dictation were elements in this success.)

34Brown, pp. 22-38, uses an entire chapter to discuss the inhibiting

factor of "stress" upon the success of the administrator.

35For a discussion of the trend from "scientific" to "human relations"

management see: Raymond E. Callahan. Education and the Cult of Efficiency

Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1962.

36Ayers and Russel, p. 16.



Returning a moment to Sammartino, he continues the man-system discussion

with this thought:

It could almost be said that the system is secondary to the per-

sons who are running it. Almost any system will work with the

right administrator, and almost no system will work if the wrong

person is managing things.37

Following this line of thought further, it would seem that the presi-

dent's relationships with administrative staff and his evaluation processes

will be largely dictated by his own relations with anievaluation by the

board.. Nhny authorities have commented on "styles of leadership," but

there seems little doubt that even the most open - .handed of administrators

would soon become close-fisted in the face of inhibited and stressful re-

lations with his board of trustees. His fears would became everyones fears;

his inability to act would become everyones inability to act. Granted that

the board must be concerned with the public interest, Millet recommends:

"In the performance of this public interest function, the board of trustees

will necessarily rely heavily upon the president of the college ...t'38 He

further adds, of course, that it is the board's responsibility to evaluate

the administration, and if eventually dissatisfied has no alternative but

to dismiss the president.

Before such evaluation, though, the board members must decide what type

of president they wish. They should be especially aware that they have re-

tained. "...the first member of the faculty' as discussed by Corson,39 and

37Sammartino p. 7.

38John D. Millet. The Academic Community. New York: McGraw -Hill

Book Co., Inc., 1962, p. 185. (Millet's point on evaluation is also made

in 112tEantagla, Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1961, p. 53, in

which, "continuous evaluation is mentioned with ultimate responsibility to

dismiss the superintendent.)

39John J. Corson. Governance of Colleges and Universities. New York:

McGraw -Hill Book Co., Inc., 1960, p. 62.
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as emphasized by the College of Morin faculty in a recent letter to the

Board of Trustees relating to the selection of a new president. Is the

president, then, to be "mechanic" or "philosopher" in Callahan's terms,

whose function is "...not to determine what the schoals grg to do, but

rather how...to do what LITe iTtold."
40

Callahan enlarges upon the vul-

ner ability of the educator to pressure and contends that the pattern of

criticism and response "...does not necessarily result in 'meeting' the

needs of the community' and it often results in an abdication of responsi-

bility for educational leadership."
1

Myer reinforces this attitude when

he points out "...when college leaders merely are guided by expediency and

reflect only the wishes of their constituency, their institutions became

places of stagnation."42

Returning for a moment to the literature of business and industry,

Guest's conditions of effective authority are analogous here as he dis-

cusses successful leadership. He maintains the leader must be granted

"leeway of action" by his superiors for he has a dual role to play as "agent

of higher authorities and as representative of his organization to higher

authorities." He needs "time perspective" so that he is not responding to

emergencies, must set realistic goals, openly acknowledge interdependence,

and integrate the ...requirements of the total organization with the immedi-

ate needs of subordinates.
43

It is with all of the foregoing discussion in mind that recommendations

Callahan,

41
Callahan,

42Frederick
University Press

p. 64.

(preface).

Mayer. Creative Universities. New York: College and

Pliblishers, 1961, p. 59.

"Guest, pp. 126-133.
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are made about the systematic evaluation of administrators at College of

Recommendations

1. A systematic evaluation of the administrative staff should be in-

stituted at the College of Marin) administered by the president) and apart

from any system of merit or incentive pay.

2 The underlying philosophy of the program should be the develop-

ment of a highly competent administrative team, the increase of morale, the

encouragement of innovation and creativity in each member of the staff, and

the continuous cooperative relations between all members of the staff.

3. The process of evaluation should not be of an objective "check-

list" type) conducted at one or several specific times during the year.

Rather, it should be continuous, informal, and of the critical-incident

variety wherein comments to and notes about both the success and difficulties

of the person evaluated are made after his completion of some assigned duty

or project.

4. A confidential folder should be maintained on each member of the

staff by the president in which the ongoing observations should be filed

for annual summary and examination. The contents of these folders should

be discussed before the Board only in cases of promotion or dismissal, but

should be the basis for the president's annual recommendation for retention

or dismissal of administrators.

5. The president should conduct this loosely formalized procedure in

his own manner, but should keep in mind the following cautions:

a. Maintain objectivity

b. Avoid, authoritarian demands for conformity to one style or

approach



c. Maintain open and continuous dialogue rather than waiting

for end-of-year discussion when incidents are fuzzy or for-

gotten

d. Delegate freely and avoid constraints on the individual

e. Permit disagreement in an agreeable atmosphere

f. Encourage open and continuous lines of communication to and

among administrators

g. In all evaluation discussions maintain an attitude of help-

fulness and offer suggestions for development

h. Throughout the evaluation process keep in mind the "Criteria

for Evaluation" recorded on pp. 22 of this report.

-.
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Other Incentives

Perhaps one of the greatest incentives, other than a salary considered

commensurate with responsibilities and duties, is the one of evaluation.

Knowing where one stands is a freeing mechanism, especially when the entire

climate is one of freedom from stress and fear generated by punitive or

authorian dictates. In such a healthy environment ideas can flow and

flourish, for as Bower points out, the low birth rate of ideas is caused

by inertia, fear, futility) and lack of attention.
44

The elimination of

"competitiveness" and the encouragement of open and professional relation-

ships is essential to the innovative man and organization. Further, this

permits risk-taking with total support. In a creative organization, the

fault should not lie in failure but in not having tried at all.

Aside from "highly competitive" salaries and a constructive and en-

couraging evaluation program, what other incentives are essential to obtain-

ing and retaining the very competent administrators desired at the College

of Marin? The administrators, as well as faculty and presidents, who re-

sponded to the questionnaire offer positive suggestions here (see chart 14

on p. 24). Opportunity for development placed within the top three for all

three segments with worthwhile activity close behind. For the administra-

tors, they were actually one and two in order of priority. These two in-

centives, it would seem, verify most of the foregoing discussion. The

administrator wants to develop as an administrator. If his ideas and

recommendations are not permitted to flourish, if his creativity is stifled,

and if he is expected to conform to rigid and authoritarian procedures at

all times where is the development; what is worthwhile?

44
M4rvin Bower, "Nurturing Innovation in an Organization," in Gary

Steiner (ed.), The Creative Organization, Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 1965, pp. 170-172.
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As a substantiating note to the two incentives above, the third place

vote of the administrators (and the combined groups) was a "voice in their

awn affairs." As Corson has noted, "The individual, at least in a demo-

cratic society, continually aspires for the right to choose between altern-

atives...He gains a feeling of personal dignity and worthwhileness if he can

influence those events which concern his being and his future.
n45

How can these incentives be turned into tangible programs? For one

thing, in the administrators' relationships with the president who must

himself feel these same incentives emanating through him from, the board.

All that has already been discussed relative to the evaluation process

speak to these needs in concrete manner. Additionally, however, there are

some positive programs that can be considered and should be studied by the

administrative staff) the president, and the Board, same of which are al-

ready part of the College of Marin policies:

1. Attendance at conferences and programs that pertain to

the individual

2. Adequate auxiliary personnel to free administrators from

detail

3. Sufficient co-administrators to minimize excess burden on

any one man

4. A resource and reference library for administrators and time

to make use of it

5. A sabbatical program for additional study and change of pace

from administrative duties

6. Reasonably attractive and well-ordered facilities in which

to work.

4Corson, p. 7.

0.41.1111.0.,



Summary

The fact that administrators are not tenured bears repetition here.

It is doubtful that any of them would wish to change this policy. However,

risk-taking automatically increases in direct proportion to responsibility.

Administrators are a "high visibility" group within the institution. Any

special program which singles them out only increases their distance from

colleagues on the faculty with whom they must cooperate to achieve the goals

of the college. This factor, together with the reaction of the questionn-

aire respondents, necessitates a recommendation that the College of Marin

should not establish a merit pay program. Instead it should concentrate on

a "highly competitive" salary schedule and other incentives.

Reactions to the concept of systematic evaluation of administrative

staff were quite the opposite. A majority of respondents were in favor of

such a program, and it qualifies also as another "incentive" to adminis-

trative performance. For these reasons, a systematic, but relatively in-

formal, evaluation program is recommended along with the examination of

other factors to increase the level of competency and morale of adminis-

trators.

It was difficult, however, to merely state the above-mentioned conclu-

sions to the study without some discussion. Much has been written about

the rapid growth of the junior college, its diversity of purpose, and its

need to find a real identity. Every change contemplated in its policies

and procedures seems to have major impact in times like these, especially

as the change being considered related to particularized rewards for a

particular segment within the colleges. This impact is even more signifi-

cant within an individual junior college district which is soon planning to

become a multi-campus district, attended by increased complexity, enlarged

staff, and centralized administration.



It is hoped that the expanded discussion) as a consequence of research

into much recent literature and findings on the subject, has helped by giv-

ing a philosophical as well as practical base to the final recommendations.



APPENDIK A

California Jtnior College Chief Administrators

COLLEGE OP MARIN
QUESTIONNAIRE

ON
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

MERIT PAY AND EVALUATION

PART T - EVALUATION

1. Do you have a systematic means of evaluating administrative staff at your school?

YES a NO 0
2. If YES:

a) Who conducts the evaluation?

a Board of Trustees

a Chief Administrator

a Facility Committee

0 Other
(Please name group and describe membership)

b) Is an evaluation form used?

YES 0 NO 0 (If yes, would you please enclose a copy.)

c) What is your professional opinion of the current procedure?

(1) Effective

Ineffective

(2) Efficient

Inefficient

(3) Builds morale of administrative staff

Does not build morale of administrative staff L7
d) Would you prefer to drop the procedure?

YES a NO 0

e) Would you encourage other schools to adopt a systematic evaluation program for
administrative staff?

YES 0 NO a



3. If NO:

a) Have you ever considered such a program?

YES fg NO 0

b) Are you presently considering such a program.?

YES 0 NO a

c) Would you like to start such a program?

YES a NO 0

4. If you would like to start such a program, who should conduct the evaluation?

Q' Board of Trustees

CI Chief Administrator

Oa Faculty Committee

2:jr Other
Please name group and describe membership.3------

50

5. Please state briefly why you would or would not like to start such a programs

11MIPmImms

6. Regardless of your professional feelings about such a program, would you list at
least three main criteria on which you feel evaluation of administrative staff should
be based?



PART II - MERIT PAY

1. Does your college have a merit pay program for administrative staff?

YES NO 0

2. If yes, what is your reaction to the current program?

a) Successful

Unsuccessful

b) Efficient

Inefficient

c) Encourages administrative staff

Does not encourage administrazive staff

d) Other comments:

a
a

3. If you do not have a merit pay program would you endorse one at your school?

YES 2:J7 NO 27

4. Please give a brief reason for your response to No. 3:

5. How would you rate your existing administrative staff salary schedule?

27 Highly ccmpetitive

2:7 Not competitive

T Competitive
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6. Part I of this questionnaire concerns evaluation of administrators. if you do have

merit pay:

a) Is an evaluation procedure part of the program?

YES L:7 NO rjr

b) If no evaluation procedure is involved, please state briefly how merit raises

are administered:

7. What incentives, in your professimal opinion, best motivate members of the adminis -

trative staffi Please use the iters below as a check list, rating your responses in

a 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., priority:

277 Higher financial income

Er Social status and respect

2:7 Security

E7 Attractive work and environment

0 Opportunity for development

Worthwhile activity

j7 Personal power and influence

Er Voice in his awn affairs

27 Just and diligent supervision

0 Other
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APPENDIX B

College of Nhrin Administrators and. Faculty

COLLEGE OF MARIN
QUESTIONNAIRE

ON
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

MERIT PAY AND EVALUATION

PART I - MERIT PAY

1. What is your reaction to merit pay for administrators:

a Highly desirable

a Desirable

Q Undesirable

L=7 Highly undesirable

O Indifferent

2. Please list any junior colleges you know where merit pay for administrators is
currently a practice:

3. Do you feel that merit pay would act as an incentive to better administrative per-
formance?

YES 2:7 NO

4. Would you approve or disapprove of the adoption of merit pay at Marin?

a Approve

0 Disapprove
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5. How would you rate the existing administrative staff salary schedule at Marin:

0 Highly competitive

/7 Not competitive

0 Competitive

6. Part II of this questionnaire concerns evaluation of administrators. If Marin adopts

merit pay:

a) Should an evaluation procedure be part of the program?

YES 2:7 NO0
b) If no evaluation procedure should be involved, how should merit pay be adminis-

tered?

In your professional opinion, who should administer a merit pay schedule?

Chief Administrator

Board of Trustees

Faculty Committee

Other
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PART II - EVALUATION

1. What is your reaction to the evaluation of administrative staff:

pe Highly desirable

Debirable

J7 Undesirable

a Highly Undesirable

0 Indifferent

2. Please list any junior colleges you know where evaluation of administrators is
currently a practice:

roomowwm

3. In your professional opinion, would an evaluation program encourage or discourage
administrative staff:

U Encouragea Discourage

4. Would you approve or disapprove of an evaluation program for administrators at Marin?

Approve

a Disapprove

5. Pleas: give a brief reason for your answer to No. 4:
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6. If an evaluation program were established at Marini who should administer it:

27 Chief Administer

Er Board of Trustees

JJ Faculty Committee

Other

7. Regardless of your attitude about such a program, would you list at least three main

criteria on which you feel evaluation of administrative staff should. be based:

8. What incentives, in your professional opinion, best motivate members of the adminis-

trative staff? Please use the items below as a check list, rating your responses in

a 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., priority:

0 Higher financial income

rj° Social status and respect

Security

CI Attractive work and. environment

CI Opportunity for development

J7 Worthwhile activity

irg Personal power and influence

4C:7 Voice in his awn affairs

0 Just and diligent supervision

0 Other
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APPENDIX C

Questions posed to students in the Junior College
Leadership Program at the University of California

(Berkeley), and their responses

1. Would you apply for a position on the administrative staff of a

junior college where a merit pay program based upon a systematic

evaluation procedure was in effect?

2. Would you apply for the position of president of a junior college

where the Board of Trustees would require that the president

administer a merit nay program based upon a systematic evaluation

procedure?

JCLP - I

I. Yes

1. If the gulf between highest faculty salary and lowest adminis-

trator salary 1.713,s acceptable to begin with.

2. Concern for the bases of procedure - factors involved in judgment.

3. Who does evaluation - immediate superior ok - not board, not

faculty

4. Could cause conformity to superiors point of view and style

5. Other incentives would be time, colleagues, reputation, condition,

challenge.

II. Yes

1. As long as president sets up the procedure to be followed.

2. Everyone is aware that evaluation is going on regardless.



JCLP - II 58

I. Might

1. I question the ability to administer such a program.

2. Naturally assume I will be evaluated but not in relation to merit

pay.

3. The job description should permit initiative within a policy frame-

work. How do you assess initiative?

4. Merit pay forces the formalizing of a series of subjective evalu-

ations which are contingent upon pressures of individual situations

and are not conducive to comparison.

5. Every person works differently and this must be taken into account.

II.

1. Would not wish to administer such a program.

2. In view of the diverse functions in an institution, the measure of

competence for each position demands too broad a base of expertise.

Expectation could. be divorced from reality and this then puts

decision-making at multiplt, levels and these must be resolved and the

focus then is upon the chief administrator.

As a result, you are in a situation where a great amount of

time is involved for a rather minute amount of money. Yet the ego

involvement of each candidate is optimum. Too much attention is

placed on financial return rather than other rewards, such as:

1. Time - for professional growth with opportunities for study,

sabbaticals, etc.

2. Instructional resources - library, clerical staff, audio-

visual equipment.

JCLP - III

I. Yes - qualified

1. The institution's reputation would draw me initially.
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2. The way in which merit pay is based on evaluation is critical -

what climate is created? what is the attitude of administrators -

turnover?

3. Not convinced of the concept of merit pay. The aim of the institu-

tion is to have the most able people and merit pay is a tacit im-

plication that inferior persons will be retained at lesser salaries.

II. No

1. Either the board is seeking the most able or it is not - same as

43 above. It is not the type of reward and punishment system that

should be operating.

2. Other incentives are:

a. increased responsibility - freely delegated

b. upward, mobility

c. greater autonomy

3. As president I feel the climate created would hinder creativity and

develop a competition which would deter productivity.

4. Procedures for selecting administrators is called into question here

for should relate to evaluation.

JCLP - IV

I. A qualified no

1. Cannot conceive of a workable system

2. Evaluation is avert and involved

3. There must be a philosophy of evaluation that obtains for student,

faculty and administration.

It must be positive and designed to improve, the person evalu-

ated; not negative and designed to determine status and "bread -and-
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butter" needs which make it self-defeating.

Alternative incentives

1. Quality of colleagues

2. Congenial environment

3. Intellectual and general growth - encouraged to undertake new

programs and try new methods in existing programs without

penalty.

II. A qualified no

1. As chief administrator would not accept a situation which would

affect own ability to succeed.

JCLP - V

Yes

1. This is not a critical issue to me for it has been a great part of

my past.

2. However, would prefer not to be involved in such a program.

3. Other things would affect my decision more:

a. Attitude of community towards college

b. Location of college

c. Reputation of college and staff

II. No

1. It would. be impossible to administer.

2. It would ultimately fall on the shoulders of the president.

3. Would not care to be chief administrator at a college where the

hottest issue is one on which I would disagree with the board or

principle.



4. Evaluation, however, is inherent in the position of president and

must be a part of his responsibility.

JCLP - VI

I. Yes

1. Doesn't make any difference as a factor

2. Other factors:

a. individual administrators

b. open mina

c. philosophy

d. general acceptance of new ideas

3. Expect to do a certain job and expect evaluation

II. Yes

1. Personally feel best merit is the consistency of the program.

2. The program must be well laid out and clear.

3. Diaster in past efforts has been to drop temporarily the program

once started in order to economize in a given year.

JCLP - VII

I. Yes

1. I feel I would be able to command the higher salaries under merit

pay. It doesn't frighten men and I have confidence of success.

2. If merit is based upon an ingratiating concept then it is bad.

3. Have several criticism about merit system in education:

a. How will evaluation be conducted?
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b. Will creat rigidity for it will single out certain behavior

which will "pay off." These may be undesirable and eliminate

breadth and ideals in behavior and search for change. Will

attenuate desire for change and innovation.

II. Yes.

1. I feel that I could put merit pay to work profitably - able to look

to those areas of progress in others.

2. Do not trust others to accomplish it but do trust myself.

3. It does imply rewards and punishments but I would avoid the punitive

aspects.

4. It would and must penetrate tne lock-step in education. But, you

must have the best person possible at the top to make these decisions.

5. Requires confidence and trust in top administrator and this is too

often sadly lacking.

JOLP - VIII

I. No (Probably not)

1. Although it doesn't make a great deal of difference to me much de-

pends on who administera and how it is done. Will the board, the

president, faculty, or students evaluate fro merit?

2. Do riot wish to be part of a popularity contest in relation to

faculty - (assumes faculty evaluation of administrator).

3. If administrator is not meritorious he should not be part of staff.

4. Evaluation is certainly aceeptable but is difficult to translate

into a financial amount. It takes place at every meeting the ad-

ministral.or attends everytime he speaks to a group.

5. Evaluation is inherent every time you present, meet or report.
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II. Yes

1. However, would be less apt to seek it although would not rule it out.

2. Have faith in my awn ability to be objective in evaluating others but

not too much in persons evaluating me.

3. Cannot envision a system that is rational or would work for there are

too many subjective decisions to be made by chief administrator.

4. Merit pay works only when the people involved have decided that this

is what they want.

JCLP IX

I. Yes

1. Comfortable with idea of merit pay and evaluation.

2. Why be held to schedule geared to mediocre or average?

3. Evaluation is built into any position in any walk of life.

II. Yes

1. Chief administrator makes value judgments every day about many

issues and many persons.

2. The same reasons mentioned for question I also obtain here.

3. Evaluation is at least 80 per cent subjective and should be based

largely upon task assigned) efficiency) and knowledge.

JCLP - X

I. No

1. Prefer not to worry about level of livelihood being affected by a

committee or individual.
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2. Merit Pay has inherent difficulties and a flat contract for adminis-

trator is the only solution

3. Down to haggling for salary if it is chief administrator only

4. As administrator you are bound to offend - cannot be afraid of being

bad guy

5. Assume evaluation under any circumstance and should be done

6. Merit Pay is unprofessional.

II. No

1. Ideally as chief administrator must have freedom to select the ad-

ministrative staff

2. They should be considered as flexible - eTem expendable - but based

on a good salary schedule

3. Man creates his own job - hired for a loosely defined position and

must be free to carry the ball and develop it

4. Other incentives - commitment to junior college and to what it could

do and should do; freedom to do something significant with position.



Incentive

Not
Incentive

Approve

Disapprove

Approve

Disapprove

APPENDIX D

2 x 2 Comparison Tables

RESPONSES TO MERIT PAY QUESTIONS

Administrators

Desirable Undesirable

1

1 6

1 Incentive

= 7

No or Qualified = .3

Total 11

Desirable Undesirable

1

1

0

0 8

Not
Incentive

1 Approve

= 8 Disapprove

No or qualified = 2

Total 11

Not
IncentiVe Incentive'-

1 1

0 6

2 Approve

= 6 Disapprove

No or qualified = 3

Total = 11

Faculty
(N = 11)

Desirable Undesirable

1 1

1 7

65

2

= 8

No Response = 1

Total 11

Desirable Undesirable

1 0

1 9

Incentive

1

=10

MII

Total 11

Not
Incentive

1

0

8

1

No Response = 1

Total = 11



Desirable

Undesirabl

Encourage

Discourage

Encourage

APPENDIX E

2 x 2 Test Tables

RESPONSES TO EVALUATION QUESTIONS

Administrators
(N = 11)

Discourage

Approve

= 8 Desirable

2 Undesirable

No Response = 1

Total 11

Disapprove

5 0

0 3

= 5

= 3

No Response = 3

Total = 11

Desirable Undesirable

5 0

1 2

Encourage

Discourage

= 5 Encourage

= 3 Discourage

No Response = 3

Total = 11

Approve

Faculty
ON :; 11)

Disapprove-,
6 0

0 5

Total

rove Disa rove

66

= 6

= 5

= 4

No Response = 2

Total = 11

Desirable Undesirable

5 0

0

5

= 4

No Response = 2

Total = 11
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